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• Word-based features in supervised ML:
fundamentally, too much data sparsity

• Idea: we want a database of word meanings to 
help analyze texts.  How to represent word 
meanings?

• Today:  word senses and taxonomies

• Next week:  context vectors (distributional 
semantics)
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Word senses (concepts)

• A single word (word form) can have different 
senses or word meanings.

• Coarse ambiguity: POS or proper-vs-common noun

• Finer-grained ambiguity:

• I went to my bank today.

• I saw the bank of a river.
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Computing with word senses

• If we could disambiguate word senses

• Could link to a knowledge base of entities or 
concepts (e.g. “Clinton”) 

• Could do better synonym/hypernym analysis 
(e.g. “find documents talking about female 
politicians”)

• Questions

• 1. Where do the word senses come from?
(Today:  pre-specified knowledge base)

• 2. What is this good for?

• 3. How to disambiguate?
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Word sense relations
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Word sense relations

• Binary relations between word senses explain how to 
generalize or relate their meanings.
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Word sense relations

• Binary relations between word senses explain how to 
generalize or relate their meanings.

• Synonymy: mean the same thing

• I drank cocoa <==> I drank hot chocolate

• set equivalence; bidirectional entailment under substitution
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Word sense relations

• Binary relations between word senses explain how to 
generalize or relate their meanings.

• Synonymy: mean the same thing

• I drank cocoa <==> I drank hot chocolate

• set equivalence; bidirectional entailment under substitution

• Hypernymy (IS-A): more general (supersets)

• financial institution is a hypernym of bank

• bank is a hyponym of financial institution
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• supersets; directional entailment under substitution
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Word sense relations

• Binary relations between word senses explain how to 
generalize or relate their meanings.
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• financial institution is a hypernym of bank

• bank is a hyponym of financial institution
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• supersets; directional entailment under substitution

• These relations hold between senses  (not words)

• I saw the river bank =/=> I saw the river financial institution

• I saw bill today =/=> I saw check
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Word sense relations

• Binary relations between word senses explain how to 
generalize or relate their meanings.

• Synonymy: mean the same thing

• I drank cocoa <==> I drank hot chocolate

• set equivalence; bidirectional entailment under substitution

• Hypernymy (IS-A): more general (supersets)

• financial institution is a hypernym of bank

• bank is a hyponym of financial institution

• I went to my bank ==> I went to my financial institution

• supersets; directional entailment under substitution

• These relations hold between senses  (not words)

• I saw the river bank =/=> I saw the river financial institution

• I saw bill today =/=> I saw check

• Taxonomy:  a hypernym graph
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Taxonomies
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Lexical knowledge bases
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Lexical knowledge bases

• “KB”=knowledge base.  Database of concepts.  
Each has

• Words associated with it

• (possibly) Relationships to other concepts, e.g. 
taxonomy
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Lexical knowledge bases

• “KB”=knowledge base.  Database of concepts.  
Each has

• Words associated with it

• (possibly) Relationships to other concepts, e.g. 
taxonomy

• Very simple KB: an entity list

• list of world countries, with multiple possible 
names for each (“USA”, “United States”, “United 
States of America”)

• list of all baseball teams ... baseball players ...

• others?
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Lexical knowledge bases
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http://time.com/google-now/

Personalized KBs?  e.g. your phone’s contacts
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Lexical knowledge bases
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Lexical knowledge bases

• Two popular general-domain,
manually/semiauto. curated KBs:

• Freebase: KB of entities (mostly), heavily derived 
from Wikipedia    https://www.freebase.com/

• (google is now killing freebase. see also DBPedia)

• Wordnet: (common) nouns, adjective, adverbs
http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn
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Lexical knowledge bases

• Two popular general-domain,
manually/semiauto. curated KBs:

• Freebase: KB of entities (mostly), heavily derived 
from Wikipedia    https://www.freebase.com/

• (google is now killing freebase. see also DBPedia)

• Wordnet: (common) nouns, adjective, adverbs
http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn

• Zillions of similar proprietary databases
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Wordnet
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Section 20.6. Word Similarity: Thesaurus Methods 17

thesaurus-based algorithm forWordNet can thus only compute noun-noun similarity, or
verb-verb similarity; we can’t compare nouns to verbs, or do anything with adjectives
or other parts of speech.

Resnik (1995) and Budanitsky and Hirst (2001) draw the important distinction be-
tween word similarity and word relatedness. Two words are similar if they are near-WORD

RELATEDNESS

synonyms, or roughly substitutable in context. Word relatedness characterizes a larger
set of potential relationships between words; antonyms, for example, have high relat-
edness, but low similarity. The words car and gasoline are very related, but not similar,
while car and bicycle are similar. Word similarity is thus a subcase of word relatedness.
In general, the five algorithms we describe in this section do not attempt to distinguish
between similarity and semantic relatedness; for convenience we will call them simi-
larity measures, although some would be more appropriately described as relatedness
measures; we return to this question in Sec. 20.8.

Figure 20.6 A fragment of the WordNet hypernym hierarchy, showing path lengths
from nickel to coin (1), dime (2), money (5), and Richter scale (7).

The oldest and simplest thesaurus-based algorithms are based on the intuition that
the shorter the path between two words or senses in the graph defined by the thesaurus
hierarchy, the more similar they are. Thus a word/sense is very similar to its parents or
its siblings, and less similar to words that are far away in the network. This notion can
be operationalized by measuring the number of edges between the two concept nodes
in the thesaurus graph. Fig. 20.6 shows an intuition; the concept dime is most similar to
nickel and coin, less similar to money, and even less similar to Richter scale. Formally,
we specify path length as follows:

pathlen(c1,c2) = the number of edges in the shortest path in the thesaurus
graph between the sense nodes c1 and c2

Path-based similarity can be defined just as the path length, often with a log transform
(Leacock and Chodorow, 1998), resulting in the following common definition of path-
length based similarity:PATH-LENGTH BASED

SIMILARITY

simpath(c1,c2) =! log pathlen(c1,c2)(20.19)

[Jurafsky & Martin]
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Wordnet  http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn

• Hand-curated database of word senses for 
English

• nouns, adjective, adverbs
(has verbs but problematic)

• Each concept (“synset”) has

• A set of words it corresponds to.
Each is: (lemma,POS) pair

• Hypernym relations to other concepts

• Synonymy among words sharing a synset.
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Wordnet: concepts vs words
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bank / Noun

bank / Verb

bank#1 bank#2

riverside#1 waterside#1

banking company / Noun

credit 
union#1

reserve 
bank#1

Concept (word sense)

Word form

Hyponym edge (IS-A)

entity#1

... ...

note
1. word sense ambiguity
2. synsets
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Wordnet
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WordNet

Current corpus size (periodic revisions):

POS #

Noun 117,097

Adjective 22,141

Verb 11,488

Adverb 4,601

Has spawned VerbNet, *Net for other languages
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Hyponyms of “person” in WN
7588 total -- with MFS restriction.   [from Michael Heilman]

• vintager
• matrisib
• horseback 

rider
• ceo
• seeker
• fieldhand
• radiologist
• captain
• moujik
• research 

director
• damsel
• nibbler
• nailer
• nude person
• seismologist
• oddball
• prankster

• radiotherapis
t

• nebraskan
• cupbearer
• psychic
• accompanist
• plagiariser
• timberman
• photographer

's model
• lombard
• debaser
• courtier
• dutch uncle
• schlemiel
• dizygotic 

twin
• mental case
• matriarch
• vocalist

• internist
• transplanter
• techie
• sniffler
• marrano
• first baseman
• government 

man
• child prodigy
• athenian
• hospital 

chaplain
• dominatrix
• bibliopole
• hombre
• east indian
• ballet master
• bad person
• rock 'n' roll 

musician

• flack catcher
• telephoner
• dominus
• cheater
• groveler
• accomplice
• herb doctor
• schoolfriend
• preteen
• gastronome
• concierge
• shogun
• flutist
• bottom dog
• imperialist
• emir
• libeler
• manichaean
• abnegator

• cousin-
german

• masorite
• trouble 

maker
• villainess
• rajpoot
• calapooya
• overlord
• bank guard
• tumbler
• polycarp
• radiographer
• slave owner
• stick-in-the-

mud
• audile
• deadbeat
• maltman
• jeweler
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Is Wordnet useful?
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Is Wordnet useful?

• Going beyond individual words to more general meanings 
(combat data sparsity)

• Synonym expansion

• Derive sets of terms for specific senses

• Word similarity as path distance (Resnik similarity)
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Is Wordnet useful?

• Going beyond individual words to more general meanings 
(combat data sparsity)

• Synonym expansion

• Derive sets of terms for specific senses

• Word similarity as path distance (Resnik similarity)

• The platonic ideal of WN is right. What about WN itself?

• WN’s sense inventory is too ambitious / fine-grained

• Coverage is often problematic

• General-domain knowledge bases are very hard to design and make!
(Knowledge/ontology engineering is a whole discipline.
e.g. library scientists are trained in taxonomy design.)
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• Coverage is often problematic

• General-domain knowledge bases are very hard to design and make!
(Knowledge/ontology engineering is a whole discipline.
e.g. library scientists are trained in taxonomy design.)

• If your task has lots of training data, WN typically is not helpful  
(e.g. has failed to help MT), though clearly helps in low-data cases
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Is Wordnet useful?

• Going beyond individual words to more general meanings 
(combat data sparsity)

• Synonym expansion

• Derive sets of terms for specific senses

• Word similarity as path distance (Resnik similarity)

• The platonic ideal of WN is right. What about WN itself?

• WN’s sense inventory is too ambitious / fine-grained

• Coverage is often problematic

• General-domain knowledge bases are very hard to design and make!
(Knowledge/ontology engineering is a whole discipline.
e.g. library scientists are trained in taxonomy design.)

• If your task has lots of training data, WN typically is not helpful  
(e.g. has failed to help MT), though clearly helps in low-data cases

• Entity-centric databases came next -- less epistemically ambitious 
but more immediately useful (Freebase, DBpedia)
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Word sense disambiguation
• Given KB and text:

Want to tag spans in text with concept IDs

• Disambiguation problem

• “I saw the bank” => bank#1 or bank#2?

• “Michael Jordan” => ?
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Word sense disambiguation
• Given KB and text:

Want to tag spans in text with concept IDs

• Disambiguation problem

• “I saw the bank” => bank#1 or bank#2?

• “Michael Jordan” => ?
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• Many terms for this: concept tagging, entity linking, 
“wikification”, WSD
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• Supervised setting: ground-truth concept IDs for words in text

• Given candidate concepts for a word: similar problem as POS 
disambiguation, named entity type disambiguation, etc.

• Contextual features

• Word immediately to left ... to right ...

• Word within 10 word window  (20 word window? entire document?)

• Features from matching a concept description, if your KB has one
• Michael Jeffrey Jordan (born February 17, 1963), also known by his initials, MJ,[1] is an American former 

professional basketball player. He is also a businessman, and principal owner and chairman of the 
Charlotte Hornets. Jordan played 15 seasons in the National Basketball Association (NBA) for theChicago 
Bulls and Washington Wizards.

• Most frequent sense baseline

• For WN, hard to beat (?!)

• Contrast to distributional semantics:
unsupervised learning of word meanings
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Word sense disambiguation
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